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It is understandable that I do not understand Dao – and that is why I live Dao.Dao is my

Speechless Secret. In Dao, I beheld the whole Unutterableness, and I was filled with a sense

of Pure Inspiration.Dao is the beautiful, concealed inside the Nothing.I hear Dao through Dao’s

Ear – I have no hearing of my own.Dao is that which enhances the mind-stunning amazement

within us.Dao is that which enlarges the Silent Speechlessness inside us.Dao is the support;

for Dao does not lean on any support.Dao is the Completeness of my Completeness. Dao is

like an Ancient Calm Lake – no waves at all.
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ForewordThe Beautiful Non-UnderstandingIt is understandable that I do not understand Dao –

and that is why I live Dao.Dao is my Speechless Secret.In Dao, I beheld the whole

Unutterableness, and I was filled with a sense of Pure Inspiration.Dao is the beautiful,

concealed inside the Nothing.I hear Dao through Dao’s Ear – I have no hearing of my own.I

realized that, whenever I help myself to myself, I do not help to myself. I realized that, whenever

Dao hinders me, Dao helps me.Whenever I am inside Dao, everything is alright. Whenever I

am inside myself, I always lack something.How wondrous Dao is – because I cannot

understand Dao! I feel wonderful in my own Non-Understanding!I keep gazing at Dao but I do

not see Dao; and yet, Dao always beholds me with ease.Dao once told me: Should you wish to

hear Me, you ought to renounce yourself.To hear Dao, I need to be within Dao.If I am within

Dao, then I am non-created.Dao is like honey in my mouth.I cannot touch Dao; and still, Dao is

skilful at touching me.Only towards Dao, I keep aspiring. Dao succeeded in attracting

me.Whenever I thirst for Dao, Dao comes to life within me.Dao is ever living; as for me, I only

imagine that I live.Dao is inside me – and I keep getting closer to my Self, more and more…If I

have Dao within, then I have everything – yet how this happens, I do not know.Dao is skilful at

giving Itself to me, although I do not succeed in giving myself to Dao – but still, Dao shall

succeed in teaching me.When I trust Dao, it does not matter what difficulty I will face.I do not

know when Dao is inside me; and yet, if Dao discloses Itself, then I become aware of Dao

inside me.Dao has allowed me to drink from the Deep Calm – a marvellous drink it is!If I were

able to enrapture others, I would enrapture the whole world, carrying it into Dao – yet this is

only within the power of Dao.Unspeakableness wells up from Dao.There is only one thing that I

yearn for: that Dao be enraptured by me!Dao is hard to achieve – you ought to have renounced

the world!Before I wish for Deep Calm, I wish for Dao.Unless you are within Dao, your

knowledge is in vain.People of Dao are secretive Beings of self-abnegation.Unless you reach

Beyond, you cannot get to know Dao.The Secret of Life is to instil Dao into everything.If we

cast our roots deep into Dao, we shall uproot sin and evil.When you outgrow matters, Dao

becomes your Eternal Friend.There is no good advice for the one who has renounced

Dao.Whoever seeks Dao honestly and diligently is already summoned.When you are inside

Dao, any doubt is impossible.Love towards Dao surpasses even the most correct and proper

act.Dao is Sacred – and this is more than any culture.Dao is that which makes us devoted to

Dao.People of Dao seek the Void and eliminate Emptiness.Dao is impossible to grasp because

Dao does not become clear.Dao decides whether you will perceive and sense Dao.In your own

wise efforts, behold Dao!AUMEleazar Harash

What is Dao?Dao is that which enhances the mind-stunning amazement within us.Dao is that

which enlarges the Silent Speechlessness inside us.Dao is the support; for Dao does not lean

on any support.Dao is the Completeness of my Completeness.Dao is like an Ancient Calm

Lake – no waves at all.Dao is that which transforms us – so that we become Primordial.Dao’s

Smile is the ascension of worlds and beings.Dao is the Speaking Silent Wordlessness.Dao is

like a fragrant wind.Dao is the speech of Anciency1.Dao knows the Covert; because the Covert

is created by Dao.Dao is Real, whereas the world only seems to be real.Dao is the Nought, the

Null that has turned into a One – the Initial Principle of the Beginning.In Anciency, when there

was still no Sun, Dao kept shining.Dao is Inexplicable because Dao precedes all



languages.Life – this is simply Dao that has been inspired, instilled within.Dao is the Giver of

the Gift of unearthly instants.Dao is Who flies within the Eagle, not the Eagle himself.I marvel

at Dao, and Dao marvels at me; and everything is so marvellous!First, Dao moves the Eagle;

and then, the wind moves the Eagle; and finally, the Eagle moves.Inside Dao, there is never

time flowing: inside Dao, Dao keeps flowing.What is Dao? Dao in me – this is the Gracious

Silence.Dao is the Subtle within the subtle.Dao is that which no one is able to subdue. How can

you ever subdue the Intangible?Dao is the healing cure – and we are the illness.What does the

Deep Calm nourish itself with? With Dao: Dao nourishes the Deep Calm.When Dao is in the

Deep Calm, the Deep Calm is radiant.Dao is super-subtle non-matter.Eleazar Harash

My Covert DaoDao is the proficient Guide.Without Dao, I become a skilful master of

pathlessness.If Dao guides me, then even my wrong path shall lead me into Dao.If Dao does

not guide me, then even the Right Path will confuse and mislead me.Subtleness is the essence

of Dao.Dao endows us with the clear and serene Non-Understanding.Dao often shares with us

Its Own Intangibility.Whenever Dao shares Itself with me, I drink from Its Ineffability.If Dao is

inside my heart, I breathe roses.Dao confidently guides us towards Its Own

Unknowableness.The wind does not see how Dao rules it. Dao is the Wind within the wind.Dao

communicates with Dao.Once you have Dao within, you have your Self.You may lose

everything but Dao.Those who keep thinking of Dao bring themselves to life.It is lovely when

you are not, when there is no “you” – then you are Dao!If you act like Dao, then Dao has

conquered you.Dao is so clear how to be comprehended!Whenever I think of Dao, wellspring

water flows inside me.If you act with Dao, then this action is real. If you act with yourself, then

this action is unreal.If you celebrate Dao within yourself, that is what I call Celebration.If you

have found Dao, then you have not started seeking Dao yet…I am living through Dao, because

only Dao is alive.When Dao revealed Itself to me, I found out that I had not seen anything.With

Dao, I am in the Kingdom of God. Without Dao, I am in the human desert.Dao keeps raising

me higher and higher, and I keep endeavouring to not hinder Dao.Those who fight against Dao

succeed in self-defeating themselves.Dao is like fragrant air: you see neither the fragrance, nor

the air, but they are both still here.We do not see Dao but Dao keeps watching us.Finding Dao

– this is a Skill of Dao.Dao wisely ruins us so that we survive in our wholeness.You may live

with Dao – and still not comprehend this.Dao is Silence, covertly concealed in our silence.All

legends in all traditions are uttered. Dao is the Unuttered Legend.Dao is lighter than the

Flowing Ease.Blades of grass are slightly bent down. Why are they slightly bent down? They

are bowing to Dao.Dao is a Secret in this world, and Mystery – in the world Beyond; whereas,

in Itself, Dao is Great Incomprehensible Unfathomableness.A brook is a sermon of Dao. A

wellspring is Dao’s Word.Dao is subtlety, tenderness, ether, and covertness.If you are in the

Deep Calm, then Dao rules you.Dao is Wordless Sincerity.Which is the deepest Teaching of

Dao? The unuttered one.Dao does not prosper with success. Dao prospers with Dao.If Dao is

inside me, then any worry is dead.Dao is devoid of worlds, time, and createdness.Dao is a

Being without end.Those who have Dao within are always charmed.Dao is as mild as the

Zephyr; and still, Dao holds rigorous Justice in Its hands.Those who are in Dao are rich with

Dao. Those who are in themselves are poor with themselves.Humans are within the universal

order only when being governed by Dao.If we are within Dao, then we have the most important

Solver of our issues.Dao is unperceivable even when being explicit.We cannot give anything to

Dao – except ourselves.Dao adorns the Pure Heart with Itself by endowing the Pure Heart with

a subtle ear for Dao.No one knows where Dao is positioned, even when Dao is within us.In

order to give ear to Dao, you ought to have become part of Dao.When you keep seeking



exclusively and only Dao, you will blaze your way to distinguishing the right things.No one can

ever subdue Dao, for Dao is Intangible.Dao does not want your goodness: Dao wants your

Infinity.When you are inside Dao, you do not go to seek Dao somewhere.There is only one

direction: Dao. The world has four directions.If you seek only Dao, then Dao will seek for you

only the necessary things.
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